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Computer Networking: Top Down Approach Featuring Internet Environments
Computer Networking
This guide empowers network and system administrators to defend their information and computing assets--whether or not
they have security experience. Skoudis presents comprehensive, insider's explanations of today's most destructive hacker
tools and tactics, and specific, proven countermeasures for both UNIX and Windows environments.

Data Communications and Networking
CUCKOO'S EGG
Ask a Manager
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A comprehensive survey of computer network security concepts, methods, and practices. This authoritative volume
provides an optimal description of the principles and applications of computer network security in particular, and
cyberspace security in general. The book is thematically divided into three segments: Part I describes the operation and
security conditions surrounding computer networks; Part II builds from there and exposes readers to the prevailing security
situation based on a constant security threat; and Part III - the core - presents readers with most of the best practices and
solutions currently in use. It is intended as both a teaching tool and reference. This broad-ranging text/reference
comprehensively surveys computer network security concepts, methods, and practices and covers network security tools,
policies, and administrative goals in an integrated manner. It is an essential security resource for undergraduate or
graduate study, practitioners in networks, and professionals who develop and maintain secure computer network systems.

Multiservice Loss Models for Broadband Telecommunication Networks
A text on networking theory and practice, providing information on general networking concepts, routing algorithms and
protocols, addressing, and mechanics of bridges, routers, switches, and hubs. Describes all major network algorithms and
protocols in use today, and explores engineering trade-offs that each different approach represents. Includes chapter
homework problems and a glossary. This second edition is expanded to cover recent developments such as VLANs, Fast
Ethernet, and AppleTalk. The author is a Distinguished Engineer at Sun Microsystems, Inc., and holds some 50 patents.
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Computer Networking with Internet Protocols and Technology
The tenth edition of Operating System Concepts has been revised to keep it fresh and up-to-date with contemporary
examples of how operating systems function, as well as enhanced interactive elements to improve learning and the
student’s experience with the material. It combines instruction on concepts with real-world applications so that students
can understand the practical usage of the content. End-of-chapter problems, exercises, review questions, and programming
exercises help to further reinforce important concepts. New interactive self-assessment problems are provided throughout
the text to help students monitor their level of understanding and progress. A Linux virtual machine (including C and Java
source code and development tools) allows students to complete programming exercises that help them engage further
with the material. The Enhanced E-Text is also available bundled with an abridged print companion and can be ordered by
contacting customer service here: ISBN: 9781119456339 Price: $97.95 Canadian Price: $111.50

Top-Down Network Design
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Building on the successful top-down approach of previous editions, this edition continues with an early emphasis on
application-layer paradigms and application programming interfaces, encouraging a hands-on experience with protocols
and networking concepts.

Studyguide for Computer Networking
Building on the successful top-down approach of previous editions, the Sixth Edition of Computer Networking continues with
an early emphasis on application-layer paradigms and application programming interfaces (the top layer), encouraging a
hands-on experience with protocols and networking concepts, before working down the protocol stack to more abstract
layers. This book has become the dominant book for this course because of the authors’ reputations, the precision of
explanation, the quality of the art program, and the value of their own supplements.

Computer Networking + Modified Masteringengineering
Interactivity is the catchword for a wide range of innovative solutions that concept designers and engineers are developing
in every area of technology and culture. For the authors interaction is more than a technological or aesthetic concept, it is a
new means to ally humans and technology in a dynamic and reciprocal form of "living in technology". This publication
gathers together scientists and contributors from diverse fields of activity, providing a fascinating, up-to-date survey of the
technological and conceptual equipment of experts engaged in aesthetic disciplines and product design. The editor,
Professor Gerhard M. Buurman, is Head of Interactiondesign at the University of Art, Media and Design (HGKZ) in Zurich.
Unter dem Stichwort der Interaktivität arbeiten heute Designer, Ingenieure und Konzepter an innovativen Lösungen für alle
Bereiche der Technik und Kultur. Interaktivität beschreibt eine dynamische und wechselseitig wirkende Kooperation von
Mensch und Technik und sie bedingt ein neues Denken unter der realistischen Annahme von einem «Leben in Technik».
Das Buch führt Wissenschaftler und Menschen aus ganz unterschiedlichen Praxisbereichen zusammen und gibt einen
spannenden und aktuellen Überblick über das technologische und konzeptionelle Rüstzeug von Experten, die im Bereich der
ästhetischen Disziplinen arbeiten und Produkte gestalten. Der Herausgeber Professor Gerhard M. Buurman ist Head of
Interactiondesign an der HGKZ.

Exam Prep for: Computer Networking; A Top-Down Approach
Loss networks ensure that sufficient resources are available when a call arrives. However, traditional loss network models
for telephone networks cannot cope with today's heterogeneous demands, the central attribute of Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM) networks. This requires multiservice loss models. This publication presents mathematical tools for the analysis,
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optimization and design of multiservice loss networks. These tools are relevant to modern broadband networks, including
ATM networks. Addressed are networks with both fixed and alternative routing, and with discrete and continuous bandwidth
requirements. Multiservice interconnection networks for switches and contiguous slot assignment for synchronous transfer
mode are also presented.

Foundations of Modern Networking
Computer Networks
Counter Hack Reloaded
The ideal graduation gift for anyone about to enter the workforce, a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice from the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
columnist. There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplaceadvice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they simply don’t know
what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to
have during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you
accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all
• you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making
you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Advance praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . .
. [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when others are not) and that
communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you
work.”—Booklist (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It
teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace,
confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole
Survival Guide “Clear and concise in its advice and expansive in its scope, Ask a Manager is the book I wish I’d had in my
desk drawer when I was starting out (or even, let’s be honest, fifteen years in).”—Sarah Knight, New York Times bestselling
author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck

Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach Featuring the Internet, 3/e
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Evil Geniuses
This book is suitable for undergraduate students in computer science and engineering, for students in other disciplines who
have good programming skills, and for professionals. Computer animation and graphics are now prevalent in everyday life
from the computer screen, to the movie screen, to the smart phone screen. The growing excitement about WebGL
applications and their ability to integrate HTML5, inspired the authors to exclusively use WebGL in the Seventh Edition of
Interactive Computer Graphics with WebGL. Thisis the only introduction to computer graphics text for undergraduates that
fully integrates WebGL and emphasizes application-based programming. The top-down, programming-oriented approach
allows for coverage of engaging 3D material early in the course so students immediately begin to create their own 3D
graphics. Teaching and Learning Experience This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience-for you
and your students. It will help: *Engage Students Immediately with 3D Material: A top-down, programming-oriented
approach allows for coverage of engaging 3D material early in the course so students immediately begin to create their
own graphics.*Introduce Computer Graphics Programming with WebGL and JavaScript: WebGL is not only fully shader-basedeach application must provide at least a vertex shader and a fragment shader-but also a version that works within the
latest web browsers.

Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach: International Edition
This book provides professionals with a fresh and comprehensive survey of the entire field of computer networks and
Internet technology—including an up-to-date report of leading-edge technologies. TCP/IP, network security, Internet
protocols, integrated and differentiated services, TCP performance, congestion in data networks, network management, and
more. For programmers, systems engineers, network designers, and others involved in the design of data communications
and networking products; product marketing personnel; and data processing personnel who want up-to-date coverage of a
broad survey of topics in networking, Internet technology and protocols, and standards.

CompTIA Linux+ Guide to Linux Certification
This volume focuses on the underlying sockets class, one of the basis for learning about networks in any programming
language. By learning to write simple client and server programs that use TCP/IP, readers can then realize network routing,
framing, error detection and correction, and performance.

Computer Networking A Top Down Approach Featuring The Internet
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Equip today’s users with the most up-to-date information to pass CompTIA's Linux+ (Powered by LPI) Certification exam
successfully and excel when using Linux in the business world with Eckert’s LINUX+ GUIDE TO LINUX CERTIFICATION, 4E.
This complete guide provides a solid conceptual foundation and mastery of the hands-on skills necessary to work with the
Linux operation system in today’s network administration environment. The author does an exceptional job of maintaining a
focus on quality and providing classroom usability while highlighting valuable real-world experiences. This edition’s
comprehensive coverage emphasizes updated information on the latest Linux distributions as well as storage technologies
commonly used in server environments, such as LVM and ZFS. New, expanded material addresses key job-related
networking services, including FTP, NFS, Samba, Apache, DNS, DHCP, NTP, Squid, Postfix, SSH, VNC, Postgresql, and
iptables/firewalld. Readers study the latest information on current and emerging security practices and technologies. HandsOn Projects help learners practice new skills using both FedoraTM 20 and Ubuntu Server 14.04 Linux, while review
questions and key terms reinforce important concepts. Trust LINUX+ GUIDE TO LINUX CERTIFICATION, 4E for the mastery
today’s users need for success on the certification exam and throughout their careers. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Operating Systems
Computer Networks: A Systems Approach, Fifth Edition, explores the key principles of computer networking, with examples
drawn from the real world of network and protocol design. Using the Internet as the primary example, this best-selling and
classic textbook explains various protocols and networking technologies. The systems-oriented approach encourages
students to think about how individual network components fit into a larger, complex system of interactions. This book has
a completely updated content with expanded coverage of the topics of utmost importance to networking professionals and
students, including P2P, wireless, network security, and network applications such as e-mail and the Web, IP telephony and
video streaming, and peer-to-peer file sharing. There is now increased focus on application layer issues where innovative
and exciting research and design is currently the center of attention. Other topics include network design and architecture;
the ways users can connect to a network; the concepts of switching, routing, and internetworking; end-to-end protocols;
congestion control and resource allocation; and end-to-end data. Each chapter includes a problem statement, which
introduces issues to be examined; shaded sidebars that elaborate on a topic or introduce a related advanced topic; What’s
Next? discussions that deal with emerging issues in research, the commercial world, or society; and exercises. This book is
written for graduate or upper-division undergraduate classes in computer networking. It will also be useful for industry
professionals retraining for network-related assignments, as well as for network practitioners seeking to understand the
workings of network protocols and the big picture of networking. Completely updated content with expanded coverage of
the topics of utmost importance to networking professionals and students, including P2P, wireless, security, and
applications Increased focus on application layer issues where innovative and exciting research and design is currently the
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center of attention Free downloadable network simulation software and lab experiments manual available

Computer Networks
PLP COMPUTER NETWORKING
Introduction to Parallel Computing provides an in-depth look at techniques for the design and analysis of parallel algorithms
and for programming these algorithms on commercially available parallel platforms. The book discusses principles of
parallel algorithm design and different parallel programming models with extensive coverage of MPI, POSIX threads, and
OpenMP. It provides a broad and balanced coverage of various core topics such as sorting, graph algorithms, discrete
optimization techniques, data-mining algorithms, and a number of algorithms used in numerical and scientific computing
applications. The basic approach advocated in this text is one of portable parallel algorithm and software development, an
empahsis lacking in all existing textbooks on parallel computing. To enhance the pedagogical value of the text, extensive
examples, diagrams, exercises of varying degrees of difficulty, and bibliographical remarks are provided. In addition to
serving as a textbook and a reference source for professionals and parallel software developers, the book will help students
and researchers in non computer-science disciplines who need to solve computation-intensive problems using parallel
computers.

计算机网络
Objectives The purpose of Top-Down Network Design, Third Edition, is to help you design networks that meet a customer’s
business and technical goals. Whether your customer is another department within your own company or an external client,
this book provides you with tested processes and tools to help you understand traffic flow, protocol behavior, and
internetworking technologies. After completing this book, you will be equipped to design enterprise networks that meet a
customer’s requirements for functionality, capacity, performance, availability, scalability, affordability, security, and
manageability. Audience This book is for you if you are an internetworking professional responsible for designing and
maintaining medium- to large-sized enterprise networks. If you are a network engineer, architect, or technician who has a
working knowledge of network protocols and technologies, this book will provide you with practical advice on applying your
knowledge to internetwork design. This book also includes useful information for consultants, systems engineers, and sales
engineers who design corporate networks for clients. In the fast-paced presales environment of many systems engineers, it
often is difficult to slow down and insist on a top-down, structured systems analysis approach. Wherever possible, this book
includes shortcuts and assumptions that can be made to speed up the network design process. Finally, this book is useful
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for undergraduate and graduate students in computer science and information technology disciplines. Students who have
taken one or two courses in networking theory will find Top-Down Network Design, Third Edition, an approachable
introduction to the engineering and business issues related to developing real-world networks that solve typical business
problems. Changes for the Third Edition Networks have changed in many ways since the second edition was published.
Many legacy technologies have disappeared and are no longer covered in the book. In addition, modern networks have
become multifaceted, providing support for numerous bandwidth-hungry applications and a variety of devices, ranging from
smart phones to tablet PCs to high-end servers. Modern users expect the network to be available all the time, from any
device, and to let them securely collaborate with coworkers, friends, and family. Networks today support voice, video, highdefinition TV, desktop sharing, virtual meetings, online training, virtual reality, and applications that we can’t even imagine
that brilliant college students are busily creating in their dorm rooms. As applications rapidly change and put more demand
on networks, the need to teach a systematic approach to network design is even more important than ever. With that need
in mind, the third edition has been retooled to make it an ideal textbook for college students. The third edition features
review questions and design scenarios at the end of each chapter to help students learn top-down network design. To
address new demands on modern networks, the third edition of Top-Down Network Design also has updated material on the
following topics: ¿ Network redundancy ¿ Modularity in network designs ¿ The Cisco SAFE security reference architecture ¿
The Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) ¿ Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) ¿ Ethernet scalability options, including
10-Gbps Ethernet and Metro Ethernet ¿ Network design and management tools

Operating System Concepts
This title gives students an integrated and rigorous picture of applied computer science, as it comes to play in the
construction of a simple yet powerful computer system.

Study Companion [to] Computer Networking
Computer Networking
Becoming a master of networking has never been easier Whether you're in charge of a small network or a large network,
Networking All-in-One is full of the information you’ll need to set up a network and keep it functioning. Fully updated to
capture the latest Windows 10 releases through Spring 2018, this is the comprehensive guide to setting up, managing, and
securing a successful network. Inside, nine minibooks cover essential, up-to-date information for networking in systems
such as Windows 10 and Linux, as well as best practices for security, mobile and cloud-based networking, and much more.
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Serves as a single source for the most-often needed network administration information Covers the latest trends in
networking Get nine detailed and easy-to-understand networking minibooks in one affordable package Networking All-inOne For Dummies is the perfect beginner’s guide as well as the professional’s ideal reference book.

COMPUTER NETWORKS
Pick up where certification exams leave off. With this practical, in-depth guide to the entire network infrastructure, you’ll
learn how to deal with real Cisco networks, rather than the hypothetical situations presented on exams like the CCNA.
Network Warrior takes you step by step through the world of routers, switches, firewalls, and other technologies based on
the author's extensive field experience. You'll find new content for MPLS, IPv6, VoIP, and wireless in this completely revised
second edition, along with examples of Cisco Nexus 5000 and 7000 switches throughout. Topics include: An in-depth view
of routers and routing Switching, using Cisco Catalyst and Nexus switches as examples SOHO VoIP and SOHO wireless
access point design and configuration Introduction to IPv6 with configuration examples Telecom technologies in the datanetworking world, including T1, DS3, frame relay, and MPLS Security, firewall theory, and configuration, as well as ACL and
authentication Quality of Service (QoS), with an emphasis on low-latency queuing (LLQ) IP address allocation, Network Time
Protocol (NTP), and device failures

Total Interaction
Computer Networking:A Top-Down Approach Featuring the Internet with Multimedia
Communications:Applications, Networks, Protocols and Standards
Foundations of Modern Networking is a comprehensive, unified survey of modern networking technology and applications
for today’s professionals, managers, and students. Dr. William Stallings offers clear and well-organized coverage of five key
technologies that are transforming networks: Software-Defined Networks (SDN), Network Functions Virtualization (NFV),
Quality of Experience (QoE), the Internet of Things (IoT), and cloudbased services. Dr. Stallings reviews current network
ecosystems and the challenges they face–from Big Data and mobility to security and complexity. Next, he offers complete,
self-contained coverage of each new set of technologies: how they work, how they are architected, and how they can be
applied to solve real problems. Dr. Stallings presents a chapter-length analysis of emerging security issues in modern
networks. He concludes with an up-to date discussion of networking careers, including important recent changes in roles
and skill requirements. Coverage: Elements of the modern networking ecosystem: technologies, architecture, services, and
applications Evolving requirements of current network environments SDN: concepts, rationale, applications, and standards
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across data, control, and application planes OpenFlow, OpenDaylight, and other key SDN technologies Network functions
virtualization: concepts, technology, applications, and software defined infrastructure Ensuring customer Quality of
Experience (QoE) with interactive video and multimedia network traffic Cloud networking: services, deployment models,
architecture, and linkages to SDN and NFV IoT and fog computing in depth: key components of IoT-enabled devices, model
architectures, and example implementations Securing SDN, NFV, cloud, and IoT environments Career preparation and
ongoing education for tomorrow’s networking careers Key Features: Strong coverage of unifying principles and practical
techniques More than a hundred figures that clarify key concepts Web support at williamstallings.com/Network/ QR codes
throughout, linking to the website and other resources Keyword/acronym lists, recommended readings, and glossary Margin
note definitions of key words throughout the text

Health Information Exchange
In a world where the number of people who need to learn about data communications and networking is exploding,
Forouzan's book is the answer. The book's visual approach makes it easy for students to learn about and understand the
concepts involved in this rapidly developing field. TCP/IP Protocol Suite teaches students and professionals, with no prior
knowledge of TCP/IP everything they need to know about the subject. This comprehensive book uses hundreds of figures to
make technical concepts easy to grasp as well as many examples which help tie the material to the real-world. The fourth
editi.

Networking All-in-One For Dummies
Health Information Exchange (HIE): Navigating and Managing a Network of Health Information Systems allows health
professionals to appropriately access, and securely share, patients’ vital medical information electronically, thus improving
the speed, quality, safety, and cost of patient care. The book presents foundational knowledge on HIE, covering the broad
areas of technology, governance, and policy, providing a concise, yet in-depth, look at HIE that can be used as a teaching
tool for universities, healthcare organizations with a training component, certification institutions, and as a tool for selfstudy for independent learners who want to know more about HIE when studying for certification exams. In addition, it not
only provides coverage of the technical, policy, and organizational aspects of HIE, but also touches on HIE as a growing
profession. In Part One, the book defines HIE, describing it as an emerging profession within HIT/Informatics. In Part Two,
the book provides key information on the policy and governance of HIE, including stakeholder engagement, strategic
planning, sustainability, etc. Part Three focuses on the technology behind HIE, defining and describing master person
indexes, information infrastructure, interfacing, and messaging, etc. In Part Four, the authors discuss the value of HIE, and
how to create and measure it. Finally, in Part Five, the book provides perspectives on the future of HIE, including emerging
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trends, unresolved challenges, etc. Offers foundational knowledge on Health Information Exchange (HIE), covering the
broad areas of technology, governance, and policy Focuses on explaining HIE and its complexities in the context of U.S.
health reform, as well as emerging health IT activities in foreign nations Provides a number of in-depth case studies to
connect learners to real-world application of the content and lessons from the field Offers didactic content organization and
an increasing complexity through five parts

The Elements of Computing Systems
Building on the successful top-down approach of previous editions, this edition continues with an early emphasis on
application-layer paradigms and application programming interfaces, encouraging a hands-on experience with protocols
and networking concepts.

Computer Networking
Building on the successful top-down approach of previous editions, 'Computer Networking' continues with an early
emphasis on application-layer paradigms and application programming interfaces, encouraging a hands-on experience with
protocols and networking concepts.

TCP/IP Sockets in C#
Computer Network Security
Interconnections
"This book is organized around three concepts fundamental to OS construction: virtualization (of CPU and memory),
concurrency (locks and condition variables), and persistence (disks, RAIDS, and file systems"--Back cover.

TCP/IP Protocol Suite
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
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comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780872893795. This item is printed on
demand.

Introduction to Parallel Computing
Before the Internet became widely known as a global tool for terrorists, one perceptive U.S. citizen recognized its ominous
potential. Armed with clear evidence of computer espionage, he began a highly personal quest to expose a hidden network
of spies that threatened national security. But would the authorities back him up? Cliff Stoll's dramatic firsthand account is
"a computer-age detective story, instantly fascinating [and] astonishingly gripping" (Smithsonian). Cliff Stoll was an
astronomer turned systems manager at Lawrence Berkeley Lab when a 75-cent accounting error alerted him to the
presence of an unauthorized user on his system. The hacker's code name was "Hunter"—a mysterious invader who
managed to break into U.S. computer systems and steal sensitive military and security information. Stoll began a one-man
hunt of his own: spying on the spy. It was a dangerous game of deception, broken codes, satellites, and missile bases—a
one-man sting operation that finally gained the attention of the CIA . . . and ultimately trapped an international spy ring
fueled by cash, cocaine, and the KGB.

Interactive Computer Graphics
This new networking text follows a top-down approach. The presentation begins with an explanation of the application
layer, which makes it easier for students to understand how network devices work, and then, with the students fully
engaged, the authors move on to discuss the other layers, ending with the physical layer. With this top-down approach, its
thorough treatment of the topic, and a host of pedagogical features, this new networking book offers the market something
it hasn't had for many years- a well-crafted, modern text that places the student at the center of the learning experience.
Forouzan's Computer Networks presents a complex topic in an accessible, student-friendly way that makes learning the
material not only manageable but fun as well. The appealing visual layout combines with numerous figures and examples to
provide multiple routes to understanding. Students are presented with the most up-to-date material currently available and
are encouraged to view what they are learning in a real-world context. This approach is both motivating and practical in
that students begin to see themselves as the professionals they will soon become.

Network Warrior
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • When did America give up on fairness? The author of Fantasyland tells the epic history of
how America decided that big business gets whatever it wants, only the rich get richer, and nothing should ever
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change—and charts a way back to the future. “The one book everyone must read as we figure out how to rebuild our
country.”—Walter Isaacson, author of Steve Jobs and Leonardo da Vinci During the twentieth century, America managed to
make its economic and social systems both more and more fair and more and more prosperous. A huge, secure, and
contented middle class emerged. All boats rose together. But then the New Deal gave way to the Raw Deal. Beginning in
the early 1970s, by means of a long war conceived of and executed by a confederacy of big business CEOs, the superrich,
and right-wing zealots, the rules and norms that made the American middle class possible were undermined and
dismantled. The clock was turned back on a century of economic progress, making greed good, workers powerless, and the
market all-powerful while weaponizing nostalgia, lifting up an oligarchy that served only its own interests, and leaving the
huge majority of Americans with dwindling economic prospects and hope. Why and how did America take such a wrong
turn? In this deeply researched and brilliantly woven cultural, economic, and political chronicle, Kurt Andersen offers a
fresh, provocative, and eye-opening history of America’s undoing, naming names, showing receipts, and unsparingly
assigning blame—to the radical right in economics and the law, the high priests of high finance, a complacent and complicit
Establishment, and liberal “useful idiots,” among whom he includes himself. Only a writer with Andersen’s crackling energy,
deep insight, and ability to connect disparate dots and see complex systems with clarity could make such a book both
intellectually formidable and vastly entertaining. And only a writer of Andersen’s vision could reckon with our current highstakes inflection point, and show the way out of this man-made disaster.
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